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1. INTRODUCTION
Reduction to a lower dimension is very important when studying
dynamical systems. One often investigates the Hopf bifurcation of a system
with a pair of pure imaginary eigenvalues in a centre manifold [2] of two
dimensions. Also, compact attractors of infinite-dimensional dissipative
systems are often discussed in finite-dimensional inertial manifolds [10]. As
we know, a subject in nonlocal dynamics is the homoclinic (or heteroclinic)
orbit. Great efforts have been made to reduce a homoclinic problem to a
lower dimensional one or at least to a finite-dimensional one. The first
author [11] once made an attempt to reduce a homoclinic orbit to a two-
dimensional invariant manifold passing through the so-called two ‘‘main
directions’’ [1].
In the 1980s X.-B. Lin [7] considered an functional differential equation
x* (t)=(ch1)(sh1)&1 x(t)&(sh1)&1 (1+x2(t)) x(t&1)
with a homoclinic orbit, showing how it bifurcates in an infinite-dimen-
sional phase-space. However, one guesses that such an infinite-dimensional
bifurcation might actually occur in a finite-dimensional space. That
motivates us to reduce the homoclinic orbit in C([&r, 0], Rn) to an object
on a finite-dimensional invariant manifold.
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As in [11] and [12], exponential dichotomies and invariant manifolds
are effective tools for dealing with higher dimensional problems. For func-
tional differential equations, [57, 9] discuss exponential dichotomies and
invariant manifolds. However, those works concentrate mainly on hyper-
bolicity. In order to make such a reduction it is necessary to give some
further results on invariant manifolds in pseudo-hyperbolic cases, although
similar results were seen for diffeomorphisms [8], parabolic differential
equations, and even for general semigroups [3, 4, 12]. Actually, functional
differential equations have a distinct form of the variation-of-constants for-
mula, so it is not proper here to cite similar equations directly or to simply
transplant them.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 generalized exponential
dichotomies for linear functional differential equations are discussed. The
given results will be applied both in Section 3 and in Section 5. For a fixed
generalized exponential dichotomy, the existence of corresponding invariant
manifolds is obtained in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to a special class of
invariant manifolds, called weak hyperbolic manifolds, which are useful for
reducing a bounded orbit. Finally, in Section 5 we investigate the spectral
gaps of the delay equation considered by X.-B. Lin [7] and reduce its
homoclinic orbit on a finite-dimensional invariant manifold.
2. EXPONENTIAL DICHOTOMIES
Take the notation C=C([&r, 0], Rn) for short. Consider the linear
equation
x* =Lxt , t0, x # Rn. (2.1)
where xt( } ) :=x( } +t) and L: C  Rn is a continuously linear operator.
Let T(t): C  C denote its fundamental solution operator. By [6], the
solution of (2.1) can be expressed as xt(,)=T(t) , for , # C and
[T(t): t0] becomes a semigroup. For t0, T(t) is a bounded linear
operator and strongly continuous in t; for tr, T(t) is compact with an
infinitesimal generator A: C  C.
As stated in [12], a continuous linear semigroup [T(t): t0] acting on
the Banach space X is said to admit a generalized exponential dichotomy
(GED for short) [;; :] on an interval J/R, where :, ; # R and ;<:, if
there exist a projection P& and a constant K0 such that
(i) T(t) P&=P&T(t), t0 and # J;
(ii) T(t) |RP+ , t0, is an isomorphism from RP+ onto itself where
P+=I&P& , I is the identity, RP+ is the range of P+, and the inverse of
T(t) |RP+ is denoted by T(&t): RP+  RP+ ;
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(iii)
&T(t) P&&Ke;t, t0, # J,
&T(&t) P+&Ke&:t, t0, # J.
Here P& is called the projection of the GED, : and ; are called the upper
and lower exponent respectively, and K is called the bounded constant.
Obviously, in the case where ;<0<: the GED is just an exponential
dichotomy which has often been used to deal with hyperbolicity. The GED
enables us to investigate more extensive cases out of hyperbolicity.
Theorem 2.1. For any + # R there exist constants #2>#1>0 such that
Eq.( 2.1) admits a GED [+&#2 ; +&#1]. Moreover, its bound constant K
can be chosen independent of +.
Here, unlike in [6], the upper exponent +&#1 is different from the lower
exponent +&#2 . The difference between the two exponents, called the spec-
tral gap, is important because in [12] the smoothness of the invariant
manifolds requires it to be large enough. In what follows we see that the
reduction of a homoclinic orbit also requires that this is so.
Proof. Let _(A) be the spectrum of A and 4=[* # _(A) : Re *+].
Clearly the case where 4=< is trivial because Re _(A) is upper bounded
so, without loss of generality, we suppose 4{<. By the compact operator
theory, _(T(t)) has at most an accumulation point at 0 and _(T(t))"[0]=
P_(T(t))"[0], where P_ denotes the subset of eigenvalues. From the fact
that
P_(T(t))=et _(A) (possibly _ [0]), (2.2)
as seen in [6, Lemma 4.1, Chapt. 7], it follows that 4 is a finite set.
Let 4=[*1 , ..., *p]. For each *i , let 8i be a basis of the generalized
eigenspace N(A&*i I )ki where ki is the multiplicity of *i and B i is a matrix
for the restriction of A on the generalized eigenspace to be expressed under
the basis 8i , i.e., A8i=8iBi . Let 84=[81 , ..., 8p], B4=diag(B1 , ..., Bp).
Obviously, as an ordinary differential equation,
T(t) 84a=84eB4t a, (2.3)
where 84(%)=84(0) eB4%, &r%0. Moreover, by Theorem 2.1 of
Chapter 7 in [6], C is decomposed invariantly by the finite set 4 into
C=P4 Q4 , (2.4)
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where P4=[, # C : ,=84 a, for some vector a], which is the linear exten-
sion of the finite-dimensional generalized eigenspaces of all *i # 4 and Q4
is an invariant subspace. Thus every , # C can be expressed uniquely as
,=,P+,Q . Let P+ : C  P4 , P+,=,P , and P&=I&P+ . Clearly P+
and P& are projections.
Consider T(t) P& : Q4  Q4 . The structure of spectrum (2.2) and the
definition of 4 imply that the spectrum _(T({) P&) has radius \=e+0{>0
for some {>0 and +0<+, otherwise e+{0 becomes another accumulation.
We claim that
&T(t) P& ,&Ke(+&#2) t &,&, \t0, (2.5)
for a certain constant 0<#2<+&+0 . In fact, letting T&(t)=T(t) P& for
simplicity we have \=limn   &T n& ({)&
1n and thus e&${=limn  
e&(+0+$) {&T n&({)&
1n for any $>0. Therefore, there is a number N>0 such
that e&(+0+$) n{ &T n& ({)&=(e
&${+=n)n for all nN, where e&${+=nl<1.
It follows that
e&(+0+$) n{ &T n&({)&  0 as n  . (2.6)
Clearly it is reasonable to define
K2=Be |+0+$| { max
n0
[e&(+0+$) n{&T n&({)&], (2.7)
where B is the bound of the strongly continuous T(t) on the compact
interval [0, {]. For t{ we have t # [n{, (n+1) {), and for all , # C
&T(t) P&,&=&T&(t&n{) T&(n{) P&,&B &T n&({)& }&P&,&
=(Be&(+0+$)(t&n{) e&(+0+$) n{ &T n&({)&) e(+0+$) t &P&,&
K2 e(+0+$) t &,&. (2.8)
On the other hand, for 0t{ and for all , # C
&T(t) P& ,&&T&(t)& }&,&B &,&K2 e(+0+$) t &,&. (2.9)
Obviously, both (2.8) and (2.9) hold for $ # (0, +&+0), so the claim (2.5)
is proved where #2=(+&+0)&$.
Furthermore, for , # C, P+, # P4 . By (2.3) and knowledge of ordinary
differential equations, for arbitrary small #1>0 there exists a constant
K1>0 such that
&T(t) P+ ,&K1 e(+&#1) t &,&, \t0, (2.11)
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Obviously, we can choose #1 less than #2 and take K=max[K1 , K2] in
(2.5) and (2.10) instead of K1 and K2 . Then the existence of the GED
[+&#2 ; +&#1] is proved.
To show that the bounded constant K can be chosen independent of +,
it suffices to focus on K2 in (2.7) because K1 is decided by an ordinary dif-
ferential equation with only finite eigenvalues. For the same reason we also
assume that 0 is really an accumulation point of _(T(t)) and only consider
the case of +< &1; otherwise the discussion is trivial like that for K1 . With
this assumption it is clear that for any {>0 the spectrum _(T({) P&) has
radius \{>0, where P& is determined by + prior to {. Note that
Re(_(A)"4) is upper bounded as well as Re _(A), so \{e+0{ by (2.2)
where +0<+ is the superior bound of Re(_(A)"4). Clearly +0 is deter-
mined as soon as + is given and is not related to the choice of {. Take a
$ # (0, (+&+0)3) small enough. As above
lim
n  
&T n&({)&
1ne+0{, i.e., lim
n  
e&(+0+$) {&T n&({)&
1ne&${,
and (2.7) follows, which is denoted by
K2({, +0+$) :=Be |+0+$| { max
n0
[e&(+0+$) n{ &T n&({)&], (2.11)
where { # (0, 1), +0+$<0, and B is the bound of the strongly continuous
T(t) on the compact interval [0, 1]. Clearly B is independent of +, +0 , {,
and $. Let s=&(+0+$) { and
K2(s) :=K2(&s(+0+$), +0+$)=Bes max
n0
[ens &T n&(&s(+0+$))&].
(2.12)
Obviously K2(s) is continuous and K2(0)=B, so there is s0 # (0, 1), related
to +0+$ and denoted by s0(+0+$), such that 0<K2(s)B+1,
\s # [0, s0]. Then take {=&s0(+0+$)(+0+$). Clearly 0<{<1 and
K2({, +0+$)B+1. This means that K2 can be chosen to be independent
of { and +, and so can K. The proof is complete. K
3. INVARIANT MANIFOLDS
Consider the nonlinear equation
x* =Lxt+ f (xt), t0, x # Rn, (3.13)
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and suppose that
(i) L: C  Rn is continuously linear and its corresponding linear
equation admits a GED [;; :] on R with a projection P& and a bound
K>0;
(ii) f : C  Rn is continuous, f (0)=0, and
| f (,)& f ()|N(max[&,&, &&]) &,&&, \,,  # C,
where N: R+  R+ is continuous and nondecreasing, and N(0)=0.
Theorem 3.1. Under the assumptions (i) and (ii), the equation (3.13) has
invariant manifolds
M&=[, # C | ,=!+ g(!), ! # RP& & B(0, _ )],
M+=[, # C | ,=!+h(!), ! # RP+ & B(0, _ )],
where h and g are continuous with Lip(g) 12 , Lip(h)
1
2 , and g(0)=0,
h(0)=0; B(0, _ ) is an open ball in C; _ =min[1, 1K]_2; and _ satisfies
36K
:&;
N(- 2_) max[1, K]
1
2
. (3.14)
Moreover, M& (M+) is homeomorphic to an open ball in RP& (RP+) and
tangent to it at !=0.
Here _ is called the locality radius and describes how large the local
coordinate chart of those manifolds centred at 0 is. The theorem 3.1 implies
something well-known, for example, that M& and M+ are the stable and
unstable manifolds respectively when ;<0<:. In addition, this implies
much more. M& and M+ are called the strong stable manifold (denoted by
Mss) and weak unstable manifold (by Mwu) respectively when :<0, and
M& and M+ are called weak stable manifold (denoted by Mws) and the
strong unstable manifold (by Muu ) respectively when ;>0.
Proof. First of all, we modify Eq. (3.13) by replacing f (x) with its cut-
off f_(x), _>0, which is defined by f_(x)= f ((&x&2_2) x) for x # X where
 is C, (s)#1 for s # [0, 1], 0<(s)<1 for s # (1, 2), (s)=0 for
s # [2, +), and |$(s)|2, so that this local problem is globalized.
Clearly,
Lemma 3.1. (i) f_ | B (0, _) # f , f_ | [, # C : &,&  - 2_] # 0, where
B (0, _) is the closure of the open ball B(0, _);
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(ii) | f_(,)& f_()|9N(- 2_) &,&&, for all ,,  # C, t # R;
(iii) & f_&- 2_N(- 2_).
In what follows we discuss the modified equation and its equivalent
integral equation
xt=T(t) ,+|
t
0
T(t&s) X0 f_(xs) ds, t0, , # C, (3.15)
where X0(%)=0 as &r%<0 and X0(0)=I. For fixed \ # (;, :), let
C\ (R+ , C)=[x. : [0, +)  C|xt is continuous in t
and sup
t # R+
e&\t&xt&<].
C\ (R+)=[x : [0, +)  Rn | x(t) is continuous and
sup
t&r
e&\t|x(t)|<].
Under the norms &x.&\=supt # R+ e
&\t &xt & and |x|\=supt &r e&\t |x(t)|,
the subset C\(R+ , C) and the subset C\(R+) respectively are Banach
spaces. Clearly the fact that x # C\(R+) implies that x. # C\(R+ , C) and
vice versa.
Lemma 3.3. Assume that (i) and (ii) hold. If the equation (3.15) has a
solution x. # C\(R+ , C), then
xt=T(t) P& ,+|
t
0
T(t&s) P&X0 f_(xs) ds+|
t
+
T(t&s) P+ X0 f_(xs) ds.
(3.16)
Conversely, all functions x. # C\(R+ , C) satisfying (3.16) are solutions of the
equation (3.15). Similarly, corresponding results in C\(R& , C) also hold.
See Lemma 3.1 in [12] or formulas (3.11) and (3.12) in [7].
Lemma 3.3. Under the assumption (i) the operator 8, defined by
(8x)t=|
t
0
T(t&s) P&X0 x(s) ds
+|
t
+
T(t&s) P+X0x(s) ds, x # C\(R+),
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is bounded and linear from C\(R+) to C\(R+ , C) and &8&K(1(:&\)+
1(\&;)).
In fact, as for (3.5) of [7] and (6.8b) of Chapter 7 in [6],
&T(t) P& X0&Ke;t, \t0, and &T(&t) P+ X0 &Ke&:t, \t0, because
&T(t) P& X0& and &T(&t) P+ X0& are bounded for t # [0, r], T (t) P&X0 #
RP&, and T (&t) P+ X0 # RP+ for tr. Then for x # C\(R+),
e&\t &(8x)t &Ke&\t } |
t
0
e;(t&s) |x(s)| ds }+Ke&\t } |
t
+
e:(t&s) |x(s)| ds }
K |x|\ |
t
0
e&\t e;(t&s) e\s ds+K |x|\ |
+
t
e&\t e:(t&s) e\s ds
K \ 1:&\+
1
\&; + |x| \ . (3.17)
Thus the conclusion of Lemma 3.7 is obvious.
Without loss of generality let \=(:+;)2. For _>0, _ >0, as given in
Theorem 3.1, and ! # RP& & B(0, _ ), take the notation
X (!, _) :=[x. # C\(R+ , C) : &x.&\_, P& x0=!] (3.18)
and define a mapping T! : X(!, _)  C\(R+ , C) by
T!xt=T(t) P&!+8f_(xt), t0. (3.19)
Obviously, X(!, _) is closed and convex. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 and
(3.14),
e&\t &T!xt&Ke(:&\) t &!&+&8& } 9N(- 2_)&x.&\_, / \x. # X(!, _).
(3.20)
Clearly, P&T!x0=P&!=!. Therefore, T! maps X(!, _) into itself.
Furthermore, for x. , y. # X(!, _),
&T!xt&T!yt &\=&8f_ (xt)&8f_( yt)&\
&8& } 9N(- 2_)&x.& y.&\ 12 &x.& y.&\ , (3.21)
so T! is a contraction in X(!, _) and has a unique fixed point
z.(!) # X(!, _), which is obviously the unique solution of the integral
equation (3.6) in X(!, _).
Let M& be the collection of all , # C through which the solution xt (,)
of the modified Eq. (3.13) with cut-off is in C\ (R+ , C) and satisfies
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&x. (,)&\_. It is easy to verify that M& is an invariant set of the modified
Eq. (3.13) with cut-off. By Lemma 3.2, all , # M& can be expressed as
,=z0 (!)=!+|
0
+
T(&s) P+ X0 f_ (zs (!)) ds. (3.22)
Let
g(!)=|
0
+
T(&s) P+X0 f_ (zs (!)) ds. (3.23)
Then by Lemma 3.1 M& is given locally by M&=[x0 # C | x0=!+ g(!),
! # RP& & B(0, _ )].
Note that the fact that f (0)=0 and the uniqueness of the solution imply
zt (0)=0 and g(0)=0. Moreover, for !1 , !2 # RP& & B(0, _ ), from (3.21),
&z. (!1)&z. (!2)&\=&T!1 zt (!1)&T!2zt (!2)&\
&T!1 zt (!1)&T!1 zt (!2)&\+&T!1 zt (!2)&T!2 zt (!2)&\

4K
:&;
} 9N(- 2_) &z. (!1)&z. (!2)&\
+&T(t) P&&\ } &!1&!2&
 12 &z. (!1)&z. (!2)&\+K &!1&!2&.
Thus
&z. (!1)&z. (!2)&\2K &!1&!2 &, (3.24)
and by (3.14)
&g(!1)& g(!2)&K } |
0
+
e&:s Lip( f_)&zs (!1)&zs (!2)& ds }
9K N(- 2_) } |
0
+
e(\&:) s &z. (!1)&z. (!2)&\ ds }

36K2N(- 2_)
:&;
&!1&!2&
1
2
&!1&!2 &, (3.25)
that is, Lip(g) 12 . Furthermore, M
& is homeomorphic to an open ball in
RP& . In fact, the mapping S : ! [ !+ g(!) is continuous, S(0)=0, and
&S(!1)&S(!2)&&!1&!2 |&Lip(g) &!1&!2& 12 &!1&!2& (3.26)
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for !1 , !2 # RP& & B(0, _ )]. Obviously S&1=P& is also continuous, so S
defines a homeomorphism from RP& & B(0, _ )] onto M&. Additionally,
by Lemma 3.1 and (3.24),
&g(!)&&!&K } |
0
+
e&:s Lip( f_) &zs (!)& ds } <&!&
18K2 } |
0
+
e(\&:) s N((&zs (!)&2_2)& zs (!)&) ds } . (3.27)
Clearly lim&!&  0 &g(!)&&!&=0 since N is continuous and N(0)=0. This
implies that M& is tangent to RP& at !=0. Therefore, in the
neighborhood B(0, _) the set M& is an invariant manifold of Eq. (3.1).
We can similarly prove the corresponding results for M+. K
As in [12], we can also prove the Ck-smoothness of the invariant
manifolds M& and M+, given in Theorem 3.1, by considering a Hilbert
space with extra conditions such as :>k; and k:>;.
Remark. Thanks to the referee’s suggestion, our results in Theorem 3.1
can also be obtained by verifying the requirements (H.1)(H.4) for semi-
groups in Theorem 1 in [3]. However, these verifications are by no means
simple and will cause many changes in notation and expressions.
Theorem 3.1 and its proof provide us with concrete and direct statements
for functional differential equations.
4. WEAK HYPERBOLIC MANIFOLDS
If the corresponding linear equation admits two GEDs [;& ; :&] and
[;+ ; :+] on R where ;&<:&<0<;+<:+ , by Theorem 3.1 Eq. (3.13)
has Mss, Mws, Mwu, and Muu. In particular, Mw :=Mwu & Mws{< and is
also an invariant manifold, called the weak hyperbolic manifold.
Theorem 4.1. Mwu attracts exponentially and Mws repels exponentially.
Moreover, if Mw exists with a locality radius _>0 and Eq. (3.13) has a
bounded orbit 1 in the ball B(0, _), then 1/Mw.
Proof. First we are going to prove the exponential attraction of Mwu.
More precisely, we will prove that for every , # C & B(0, _ ) there exists a
unique point ,* # Mwu such that
&xt (,)&xt (,*)&M exp \:&+;&2 t+ (4.28)
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for all t0, which has xt (,) and xt (,*) not outside the ball B(0, _), where
_, _ are given in Theorem 3.1 and M>0 is a fixed constant. The corre-
sponding result of Mws can be proved similarly.
Clearly, the difference y(t) of two solutions xt (,*) and xt (,) of the
modified integral equation (3.15), i.e., y(t)=xt (,*)&xt (,), satisfies that
yt=T(t) y0+|
t
0
T(t&s) X0 ( f_ ( ys+xs (,))& f_ (xs (,))) ds, t0.
(4.29)
For every , # C & B(0, _ ) and y& # RP& & B(0, =) where =>0 is suf-
ficiently small, Eq. (4.29) with the initial condition P&y0= y& has a
unique solution yt= yt (,, y&) in C\& (R+ , C), where \&=(:&+;&)2. In
fact, by Lemma 3.2 we consider equivalently the integral equation
yt=T(t) P& y0+|
t
0
T(t&s) P&X0 ( f_ ( ys+xs)& f_ (xs)) ds
+|
t
+
T(t&s) P+X0 ( f_ ( ys+xs)& f_ (xs)) ds. (4.30)
As in (3.19)(3.21), by Banach’s fixed point theorem we can prove the
existence of the above-mentioned solution yt= yt (,, y&) # C\& (R+ , C). As
in (3.24) we obtain that
&y. (,, y&)& y. (,, y $&)&\&2K &y&& y $&&. (4.31)
Similarly, yt (,, y&) is continuous in , and y& in the norm & }&\& , and
yt (,, 0)#0.
For the solution yt of Eq. (4.29), determined by the initial condition
P& y0= y& and the given solution xt (,) of the modified integral equation
(3.15), it is obvious that yt+xt (,) also satisfies the equation (3.15), so we
let
xt (,*)= yt+xt (,) (4.32)
where
,*=x0 (,*)= y0+, (4.33)
is determined uniquely by , and y& . Since yt # C\& (R+ , C), for any
, # C & B(0, _ ) there exists a unique ,* # C such that
sup
t # R+
e&\&t &xt (,*)&xt (,)&<+. (4.34)
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Let E(,) denote the lefthand side of (4.34), which is continuous in , and
non-negative. Then we can find a positive M such that Mmax[E(,):
, # B (0, _ )] and (4.28) holds.
In what follows it suffices to prove that for any , # C & B(0, _ ) there
exists a unique y& # RP& & B(0, =) such that ,*, determined uniquely by
, and y& in (4.33), lies in Mwu. Let P&,=,& , P+,=,+ , P&,*=,*& ,
and P+ ,*=,*+ . Clearly, by Theorem 3.1, ,* # Mwu if and only if
{,*=,*&+,*+ # B(0, _),,*& =h(,*+), (4.35)
where h in Theorem 3.1 is the function defining M+. Note that (4.30)
implies
P+ y0=|
0
+
T(&s) P+ X0 ( f_ ( ys+xs)& f_ (xs)) ds, (4.36)
and P+ y0 is determined by , and y& as well as yt . Take the notation
y+ (,, y&) :=P+y0 , which is clearly continuous in , and y& . Therefore,
from (4.35), ,* # Mwu if and only if there is a unique ,*+ # RP+ such that
{,*=,*&+,*+ # B(0, _),,*+&,+= y+ (,, h(,*+)&,&). (4.37)
Define H : RP+  RP+ by
H(,*+)=,++ y+ (,, h(,*+)&,&). (4.38)
From (4.36), (4.31), and (3.14),
&y+(,, y&)& y+(,, y $&)&
9N(- 2_) K |
+
0
e(\&&:&) s &y.(,, y&)& y.(,, y $&)&\& ds
 12 &y&& y $&&. (4.39)
Thus for all ,*+ , *+ # RP+ ,
&H(,*+)&H(*+)&=&y+(,, h(,*+)&,&)& y+(,, h(*+)&,&)&
 12 &h(,*+)&h(*+)&
1
4 &,*+&*+ &, (4.40)
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that is, H is a contraction and has a unique fixed point ,*+ # RP+ , which
naturally satisfies the second relation of (4.37). Note that y+(,, 0)=
P+ y0(,, 0)=0. From (4.39), &y+&=&y+(,, y&)& 12 &y&&<=, \y& #
RP& & B(0, =). Choosing =<_3, we have &,*+&=&y&+ y++,&<
=+=2+_ _, that is, the first relation of (4.37) holds. This implies that
,* # Mwu.
Furthermore, suppose that Mw exists with a local radius _>0 and that
Eq. (3.13) has a bounded orbit 1 in the ball B(0, _). Then for any , # 1 the
solution xt(,) of Eq. (3.13) satisfies &xt(,)&<_. It is clear that
&x.(,)&\&= sup
t # R&
e&\&t &xt(,)& sup
t # R&
&xt(,)&<_, (4.41)
where \&=(:&+;&)2<0. As stated in the proof of Theorem 3.1 for M&, we
ensure that , # Mwu. Similarly, &x.(,)&\+=supt # R+ e
&\+t&xt (,)&<_ where
\+=(:++;+)2>0, so , # Mws. Consequently, , # Mwu & Mws=Mw,
that is, 1/Mw. K
Theorem 4.1 and (3.14) tell us that a bounded orbit is contained in an
invariant manifold if there is a spectral gap (seen in the paragraph following
Theorem 2.1) and the gap is large enough.
5. REDUCTION OF HOMOCLINIC ORBIT
Lin [7] once considered a delay equation
x* (t)=(ch1)(sh1)&1 x(t)&(sh1)&1 (1+x2(t)) x(t&1), (5.42)
which has a homoclinic solution
x
*
(t)=(sh1)(cht)&1. (5.43)
Clearly x
*
(t)  0 as t  \. In this section, enlightened by reduction of
compact attractors of infinite-dimensional dissipative systems to finite-
dimensional inertial manifolds [10], we apply the above theory to show
that the orbit of (5.43) actually lies in a finite-dimensional invariant
manifold.
Theorem 5.1. The homoclinic orbit (5.43) of Eq. (5.42) lies in an
invariant manifold M of Eq. (5.42) of finite dimension m and is described by
an ordinary differential equation of a linear part
x* =diag(*1 , ..., *m) x (5.44)
where *1 , ..., *m are the first m eigenvalues of (5.42) with a larger real part.
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Proof. Clearly Eq.(5.42) can be written in the form of (3.13) where L
and f are defined by
L,=(ch1)(sh1)&1 ,(0)&(sh1)&1 ,(&1), (5.45)
f (,)=&(sh1)&1 ,2(0)) ,(&1). (5.46)
From its linear equation
x* (t)=Lxt=(ch1)(sh1)&1 x(t)&(sh1)&1 x(t&1), (5.47)
we obtain its characteristic equation
h(*) :=*&(ch1)(sh1)&1+(sh1)&1 e&*=0, (5.48)
which has explicitly two real roots, *1=1 and *2=&1.
In order to analyze eigenvalues of Eq. (5.47) we consider a general
transcendental equation
*&a&be&*=0, (5.49)
where a, b are real and * is complex. As we know, Eq. (5.49) has at most
countable infinte complex roots *n , n=1, 2, ..., satisfying
Re(*1)> } } } >Re(*n)>Re(*n+1)> } } }  &, as n  .
Lemma 5.1. The sequence [2n], where 2n :=Re(*n)&Re(*n+1), is
convergent to +.
In fact, (5.49) is equivalent to the equation
e*(*&a)=b. (5.50)
For two consecutive *n , *n+1 , from (5.50) we have e*n(*n&a)=b and
e*n+1(*n+1&a)=b. Then e*n+1(*n+1&a)&e*n(*n&a)=0, that is,
(e*n+1&e*n)(*n+1&a)+e*n(*n+1&*n)=0.
By the Mean Value Theorem of differentiable functions, it follows that
e*n+’(*n+1&*n)(*n+1&*n)(*n+1&a)+e*n(*n+1&*n)=0,
for some ’ # (0, 1). Noting that the common factor e*n(*n+1&*n){0, we
obtain that e’(*n+1&*n)(*n+1&a)+1=0, that is,
e’(*n+1&*n)(a&*n+1)=1. (5.51)
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Since Re(*n)  & as n   we see |a&*n+1 |  + as n  . Hence
(5.51) implies that e’(*n+1&*n)  0, that is,
Re(*n+1&*n)  &, as n  , (5.52)
and the lemma is proved.
Clearly the orbit of (5.43) is bounded, which bound is denoted by
M*>0. By Theorem 2.1 in Section 2, corresponding to each positive
integer j, the linear equation (5.47) has a GED [Re(*j+1)+$; Re(*j)&$]
with a uniform bound constant K independent of j, where $>0 can be
chosen as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 to be arbitrarily small and inde-
pendent of j. Moreover, Lemma 5.1 implies that there is an integer m>0
such that
36K
Re(*m)&Re(*m+1)&2$
N(- 2(M*+1)) max[1, K] 12 . (5.53)
By Theorem 3.1 the equation (5.42) has an invariant manifold M corre-
sponding to those eigenvalues *1 , ..., *m with larger real parts and the
invariant manifold has a local radius _>M*. Obviously M is an m-dimen-
sional manifold. By Theorem 4.1, the orbit of (5.43) lies in M, so it can
naturally be described by an m-dimensional ordinary differential equation
of the linear part (5.44). The proof of the theorem is complete. K
Theorem 5.4 proves that the problem of the homoclinic orbit for the
functional differential equation (5.42), discussed in [7], is indeed a finite-
dimensional one although the problem was put in an infinite-dimensional
setting.
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